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Google Android Go's initiative is to make quality smartphones available to users no matter where they live or how much money they should spend. Much of this comes from affordable hardware that is powered by Android Go, but with it, Google also offers a wide range of Go apps. The go apps are designed to offer the basic features of their regular colleagues, being better suited
to low-end hardware, and the ones we've seen so far are pretty darn great. Most of them come installed on your Android Go phone by default, but you can download them to any phone no matter what you have. Without further ado, here are all the Go apps that are available right now! Google Go If you want the best of Google's slim, lightweight package, that's where Google Go
comes into play. Google Go lets you do just about anything you'd do on a regular Google app, including searching the web for what you want, finding and quickly sharing GIFs, voice search, and more. The home screen for Google Go has quick links to its main features, in addition to web apps for things like Twitter, Instagram, etc. The best part? Google says that Google Go can
help save up to 40% of data usage compared to a typical Google app. Download: Google Go (free) YouTube Go As much as we love YouTube, its Android app can be quite demanding at times. With YouTube Go, you can access all your favorite YouTube videos and features without worrying about slowing down on your phone or burning through too much data. YouTube Go lets
you view and watch all the videos you find on the usual YouTube app, and also gives you the tools to download videos to watch offline, sharing them with friends without using any data, and seeing exactly how many MBs of video. There is no subscription page or option for liking videos, but for an app that weighs just 9.4MB, there is a lot like that. Download: YouTube Go (free)
Gmail Go What's So Awesome about Gmail Go is that it's virtually indistinguishable from the usual Gmail app. The interface is basically unchanged, emails are grouped into smart categories such as social and stock, quick answers it, and there is support for both gmail and non-Gmail email accounts. The app is just 9.9MB in size and even comes with 15GB of free storage so you
never have to worry about running out of space. Download: Gmail Go (free) Maps Go Do you get by turns referrals, find a room at a local restaurant, or find a new coffee place to check, Google Maps does it all. Fortunately, all the best Google Maps features are present in Maps Go. There are more than 70 different languages to choose from, information for more than 100 places,
and the app is just 167KB. Download: Maps Go (free) Help Go Google Assistant is one of the Google services I rely on the most, and whether you are you To learn about the weather tomorrow or see how the commute to work, Help Go offers basic features that make the assistant so great in slimmed down, 5.0MB app. You can open Assistant Go by clicking on the app icon or
long pressing the Home button, if you have an Android Go phone, once you do, you can ask the assistant to make phone calls, send texts, get in turn navigating, and more. As great as all that is, The Go Assistant can't currently install recalls, control smart home gadgets, or use an action assistant. Download: Help Go (free) Go Files As you use your phone over time, it can be easy
to forget about old apps, photos and other local digital items that are eaten up on your internal storage. If you want to help restore your precious space, that's where Go files come into play. Files Go is chock full of useful features, offering easy access to the removal of old files you no longer need, a powerful search tool to find a certain photo or video you're looking for, and an
encrypted sharing file that doesn't require any internet connection. At just 8.2MB, the files are going to pack a lot of bang-for-your-megabyte. Download: Files Go (free) Yahoo Mail Go Welcome to our selection of the best Android apps for creatives. On this page you will find sure to have downloads for designers, illustrators and artists. Modern Android devices - whether tablets or
smartphones - are more powerful and multi-com-property than ever before, making them essential tools for any digital creativity. The fact that there is a huge - and growing - collection of Android apps that bring creative tools that we usually expect to find on a PC in the palm of your hand, means that it has never been easier to create digital art on the go. Because of the huge range
of apps in the Google Play store that are both paid and free, it can be difficult to choose the right one, which is where our list of the best Android apps for creatives comes in. The best Creative Android apps use the touchscreen of your Android device, while having a user interface that's suitable for small portable smartphones and tablets. Our selection of the best Android apps
also offers a wide range of tools and features that can make your digital art look better than ever. So, read on for our selection of the best Android apps for creatives that you can download right now. Price: Free Developer: For users Of IllustratorPlenty useful featuresIntegrate with desktop applications for users CCAdobe launched its adobe Illustrator Draw vector app on Android
back in 2016, but even now it is almost the only reliable way to create vector drawings on a mobile device (unless you choose a tablet with Windows). Illustrator Draw will be familiar to anyone who is used to his desktop brother, and he doesn't skimp on features, features, customizable pen tips, layers, fusion options, and more. Of course, Adobe hopes that you will use Illustrator
Draw with a creative Cloud subscription, and it really is like getting away from it for the most part, with the ability to instantly send your work to Illustrator and Photoshop CC, license Adobe Stock Images in the app, and publish directly on Behance.Download Adobe Illustrator DrawPrice: Free Developer: AutodeskNatural drawing experience170 customizable brushesSEmous
prognostical moveAutodes is better known for its class 3D applications, but in Sketchbook it has a powerful main application perhaps the most natural drawing experience of all. Features include 170 customizable brushes, a full PSD layer and mixing support, as well as a switchable predictive stroke that transforms your hand-drawn lines and shapes into clear, precise shapes.
Paired with a top-spec Android device - especially one with a stylus - Sketchbook is probably the best free drawing app around. Price: Free Developer: AdobeVery easy to useLive-sync with Photoshop CCNot is so good for a subtle tweaksAn app that caters more for bigger statements than subtleties, Photoshop Mix lets you cut and combine elements from different images, mix
layers and make adjustments to your creations on your Android device. PS Mix specialties are easy to use, and this live-synchronized Photoshop CC means that when you make changes on your phone, it will appear instantly on your desktop. It's helpful that you can take full advantage of CC with Adobe Photography Plan, which saves a fair bit more complete Creative Cloud
subscription. Download Adobe Photoshop MixPrice: Free Developer: Infinite Studio MobileCreate 3D images with promising toolsInfinite canvasAlso endless layers, undo and redoDeveloper Sean Brakefield has completely revised his SVG vector graphics app Infinite Design in 2016, and with the latest updates now the real alternative to Adobe dominating Illustrator Draw. Infinite
design, as the name suggests, has an endless canvas (panning, scaling or rotating), as well as endless layers, endless path editing, and endless undoing and replaying with a story slider. It has many layer options; Conversion tool for translation, scaling, rotating, flipping, distortion and skewing; Automatic form detection Mesh for reference or binding but its outstanding feature is
the ability to create 3D images with five promising tools. Also a neat addition for Android app users on Chromebooks is the baked-in keyboard shortcuts. Price: Developer: AdobeTurn any photo in brushGreat for CCPhotoshop Sketch users is just one of many sketch apps in our countdown, but Adobe's offer will gravitate to the top of any Creative Cloud subscriber list because of
the accompanying benefits that Adobe-owned toolkit provides. However, this is a great sketch app in its own right, with including mixing modes, promising grids and natural drawing tools, as well as the ability to turn any photo into a brush with Capture CC from the app. Download Adobe Photoshop Sketch (Image Credit: Canva)Canva has been around as an online design tool
since 2012, but only recently made the switch to Android - so recently, in fact, that only click image we could get hold of this iPad version. The taste of Android is almost identical in terms of interface and features that are excellent and abundant accordingly. More complete graphic design than a cut photo editor, Canva can be used to create everything from logos to web layouts
with access to a huge library of templates, icons, photos and fonts, many of which are free, although premium assets require purchase in-app. Price: Free Developer: AdobeTurns sketches in clear mockupsGreat for sketches on flyIntegrates with Adobe SuiteMockups and wireframes has never been easier to create than with Adobe Comp. Using natural finger or stylus drawing
gestures, you can sketch rough layouts and Adobe Comp will turn it into a clear, professional layout. Brilliant for sketches on the fly during a special meeting or presentation, you can pull in vector shapes, images, colors and text styles and then send your comps to Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign or Muse to finish on your desktop in an instant. (Image credit: ibis paint X)
Price: From Free Developer: ibis Mobile inc. Many of the features of Good CommunityAds can be intrusive on the free versionibis Paint X is a drawing app that is very popular with digital artists and it's easy to see why. It offers a wide range of tools, including a selection of 2,100 materials, over 700 fonts and 142 brushes. It's perfect for beginners wanting to quickly scribble
something on an Android device, but there's enough depth and choice tools to satisfy professionals as well. The free version comes with a lot of ads, but there's a premium version that doesn't cost much (or through a one-time monthly subscription fee). Prime Membership offers a few extra tools, so it's worth checking out. (Image credit: Adobe) Price: From Free Developer:
AdobeEasy useWell designedMay to be a little simple for some designersIf you want a quick and easy poster design and other graphics while out and about, the Adobe Spark Post: Poster and Graphic Design Editor is definitely worth downloading - especially since it has a free version. With just a few clicks, you can quickly make a professional poster. There's loads of templates to
get you started and you can add your photos and text and add design filters to a striking work of art. While some people may find it too easy, there's an amazing amount of depth to the app, and with a bit of customization you can make individual posters that stand out from the crowd. His His Also perfect for use on mobile devices, allowing you to whip something up while you're on
your way to work. Download Adobe Spark Message: Poster and Graphic Design EditorPrice: From Free Developer: AutodeskViews and Editing 2D and 2D DWG FilesFree Trace is availableSmooth, intuitive interfaceAdvances versions require a monthly subscriptionIf the computer edition of your business, autodesk AutoCAD app is the perfect mobile assistant. It brings your
technical blueprints to any Android phone or tablet, and includes the ability to view and edit 3D and 2D DWG files. The sleek and intuitive interface is ideal for touch format, and, crucially for site visits, you can work offline. When you're online, the app syncs with AutoCAD or AutoCAD LT on your desktop to ensure a continuous workflow. AutoCAD is free to download on your phone,
but like a serious tool, it will cost you 6/$5 per month for the premium version and twice as much for AutoCAD Ultimate, which adds 100GB of cloud storage and 40MB maximum file size. Price: Free Developer: Infinite Studio Mobile80 Brush PresetsPhotoshop-compatible layersPerspective views for 3DPopular iOS and desktop painting app Procreate hasn't made the journey
through to Android, but don't be afraid - Infinite Artist is here to provide a similar sense of experience, and perhaps better. More than 80 brush presets are available, or you can create your own, and there are Photoshop-compatible layers and mixing modes. You can create 3D images with five perspective views, and it has tools galore: the Transform tool, the template tool, the
Liquify, Gradient and Pattern Fill tool, and you can rotate and flip the endless canvas with ease. Download Infinite PainterPrice: $1.99/1.69 Euro Developer: Coskami GamesCheap Way to Try VR PaintingCountry AddictiveLicEd Brush/Color OptionsPainting Action Embarrassing If You're Looking for an Incredible 3D Painting Experience in Virtual Reality... You'll need Google Tilt
Brush software, a very expensive workstation and an HTC Vive or a similar VR headset. Paint VR is a lot of fun, however - an app to enjoy with an Android phone and budget/set headsets like Google Daydream or Samsung Gear VR. Okay, it's incredibly simple with a standard colored wheel and a basic set of brushes to choose from, and the picture action is very embarrassing,
but it's a strangely addictive fun trying to create with such limitations - as using MS Paint with a cheap mechanical mouse in the 1990s. Price: Free Developer: Softonium DevelopmentsIdentifies fonts you see while and aboutDatabase includes 150,000 Find My Font is the original font identification software, debuting as a desktop app in which you would import photos to discover
the fonts used - or visually similar equivalent. The transformation of this smart tool into a mobile app has opened its horizons and allowed machine-intensive designers designers Any piece type in the wild and instantly discover something similar to be used in design projects. With a database of more than 150,000 fonts, the Android app can identify connected or fragmented letters
and claims to achieve accurate match results up to a mere 20px text height. Price: Free Developer: AdobeUses AI offer similar fontsCreate geometric patterns based on my imageSyncs with CCAdobe Capture is a real Swiss Army Knife Design application, helping you turn everything you see or sketch into vectors, materials, brushes and shapes to use in your projects. Capture
also uses Adobe's advanced AI technology to recognize the shapes of types and visually similar fonts, creates geometric patterns from any image and can create color palettes from any photo in an instant. And in combination with your Creative Cloud account, your creations are instantly available in all of the Adobe desktop apps you use. Download Adobe Capture CCPrice:
$1.99/1.50 Euros Developer: Early MelonUseful as the main digital sketchbook Last updated 2013Can only export to PNGPaperless is a solid, simple app for Android tablets that allow you to draw and draw with pencil, watercolor, pen and ink. A number of basic tools are available, including the Eraser tool, the paint bucket tool and the color collector tool, and with the benefit you
can set the thickness of the line, size, opacity and smoothing. Paperless may not be your only application for drawing, and unfortunately its last update was in 2013, which suggests that it won't evolve further and you can only export to PNG, but as a simple digital album it works well. Price: Free Developer: Valentin MayamsinExcellent tool pickerHighly responsive drawing
engineAdditional features in Sketcher ProThis basic sketches app has 12 brushes, color collector and eraser, but the user interface is a real winner here as Sketcher Free enjoys an excellent tool builder and a beautifully responsive drawing engine is actually a much-vaunted web tool Sketchy from Mr. Doob. This version of Sketcher is free to download, but you can splash out
$0.99/0.80 for Sketcher Pro and enjoy additional features such as adjustable canvas size and the ability to pan/zoom. Price: Free Developer: D9d9Creation and Export Color PaletteSUbain colors from imagesLots pre-installed paletteRemember Kuler, Adobe's color picking app? Developer Color Reference does, which is why this app is perfect for those less than impressed with
Adobe's conversion of Kuler's CC color-based browser. Color Handbook allows you to create and Color palettes, and has the ability to choose colors from imported images and a wealth of automatically generated palettes. A bit of fun is the wallpaper maker, allowing you to design wallpapers for your phone based on your color palettes. Price: $7.99 / 4.99 Euros Developer: X-Rite,
IncBuilt-in Access to Pantone Pantone Pantone Pantone Pantone Pantone Libraries From imagesexport palettes to use in CC appsRelatively expensiveThe myPantone app allows you to create color palettes on the go, deftly extract Pantone colors from images, and quickly see the Pantone color reference number if you're out and about. At a cent shy $8, it's expensive for an
Android app (which is usually free), but without in-app purchases to worry about and access to the Pantone Color Library built in, you get good value. Price: Free Developer: ArtFlow StudioGreat UIIntuitive drawingIncludes palm rejectionHighly ratedLy two layers in the basic appUpgrade to Pro for more featuresIn the ArtFlow app with a high rating there is an evergreen entry in our
application lists, mainly because it gets the two main basics of the interface and drawing feel so right. It's convenient and simple, but it doesn't mean childish and basic - ArtFlow is definitely a tool that professional designers will find useful. It maintains a resolution of up to 4096×4096 pixels, and its clever Palm Rejection feature means it will never be a mistake for your hand to rest
for sketches alone. You get access to 20 tools with a free version, plus only two layers and six levels to undo, but upgrade to Pro and you'll find your toolkit stuffed with 70 brushes, endless undoes, 16 layers and more. Price: $3.41 / 2.12 Euros Developer: ARTE ExperienceStylish DesignIntuitive manages the history of typographyType:Rider is a stylish game platform that also
teaches you about typography. In true typographical form you control the colon by acting as a connected pair of dots, and the action is just left, right and jump with a choice of intuitive control schemes to work with. As you continue through the history of the printing house you meet newer fonts and get to know their letterforms, often as you fall off the edge of them and plummet to
your death. Related articles: articles:
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